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The Release 

Deepest Diving Directional Diver 

Stacked or Bottom fish 

In-line planer 

Depth 

It’s magnetic, not mechanical and resets withot 
retrieving...no more reeling yards of line when diver is accidentally 
trapped 
To RESET: lift the fishing rod five to six feet in the air then quickly drop 
the tip causing the line to slack. the weight of the diver will cause it to fall 
and reset the tension of the release is adjustable 

Fish directly behind the boat or adjust 
to troll to the right or left. out unique “positive lock” insures the diver will 
stay on track and not slip behind the boat . The depth the diver will reach 
is controlled by the amount of line let out and the size diver you are using. 

To trigger a strike, periodically trip the driver and 
allow it to surface automatically. Now you are fishing at various depths. 
This works great when fishing is slow. If fish are laying on the bottom , set 
the diver and let it down until it hits bottom reel in more line , reset and 
repeat until runs just off the bottom. 

Want to fish a greater area of water? with some minor 
adjustments, Kastaway super Mag Diver can be used as an in-line planer. 
simply remove the metal plate from the flipper. disabling the release. The 
diver will plane out as far as a planer board, as well as putting the lure 10 
to 15 feet down.

As in the case of all divers, the depth is controlled by the amount 
of line let off behind the  boat and the size of the diver you’re using.  
Depth chart on reverse side of card. 

KASTAWAY’S DIVER s KODIAK SCENT

Tutorial at https://youtu.be/Fedev_3F5aQ LINE TO ROD 

LINE TO LURE

add 

KODIAK 

Fish Attractand 

Paste Here 

To RESET DIVER:  Lift pole five 
to six feet in the air, Then 

quickly drop tip causing the the 
line to slack.. DIVER IS NOW 

RESET!Slide 
magnet 
to 
adjust 
release 
tension
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